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Dams: 
(Good luck. According to the IFT Report they screwed up so maybe FEMA won’t pay.) 
DWR still expects feds to pay bulk of Oroville Dam spillway repair costs 
By Steve Schoonover, Chico Enterprise-Record, 02/21/18 | orovillemr.com 
 
Oroville, CA >> The state Department of Water 
Resources is still expecting the federal government 
to pay the bulk of the cost of repairing the Lake 
Oroville spillways. The estimated cost is up to $870 
million, and north state congressmen had indicated 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency had 
some doubts whether it could reimburse costs for a 
redesigned structure. But DWR spokeswoman Erin 
Mellon said during a media call Wednesday that 
FEMA has paid 75 percent of costs that have been 
submitted thus far, and the state has no indication 
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that is going to change. “We’ll keep submitting them until they tell us otherwise,” she said. 
Anything the feds don’t pay will be picked up by the State Water Project Contractors, the 
agencies that actually get water from Lake Oroville. 
 
CONSTRUCTION 
The media call was designed to provide an update on work underway, most of which is on the 
emergency spillway.  The cutoff wall designed to block uphill erosion of the type the prompted 
evacuation orders last Feb. 12 is expected to be done in March, according to Ted Craddock, 
assistant deputy director of the State Water Project.  It is a secant wall, which is a series of holes 
drilled down to bedrock and filled with concrete. The filled holes are 35 to 65 feet deep, and the 
structure stretches 1,450 feet, 730 feet away from the spillway weir. A concrete beam is being 
poured to link the top of the pillars together. “The bottoms are anchored to bedrock,” said Jeff 
Petersen, project manager for Kiewit Infrastructure, the firm doing the repairs. Next a splash pad 
of roller compacted concrete will be placed between the cutoff wall and the weir, to armor the 
hillside in case the emergency spillway ever has to be used again. The weir will also be 
buttressed with a new concrete structure. Petersen said rock crushers will have to create 1.2 
million tons of aggregate for the work left to do. 
 
POWERHOUSES 
In response to a question, Mellon said there had been a setback in getting the sixth hydroelectric 
generating turbine in the Hyatt Powerhouse back online. Only five have been functioning since 
one broke in August 2015. It was thought earlier that the sixth would be back online mid-year, but 
Mellon said a test of a shut-off valve indicted additional repairs were needed. The target date has 
been moved back to the end of the year.  Getting the sixth turbine going would increase the 
amount of water that could be released from the lake through the powerhouse from 14,700 cubic 
feet per second to about 17,000 cfs. Mellon said two of the four turbines in the Robie Powerhouse 
off the Thermalito Forebay are also expected to be operational by the end of the year. That 
powerhouse has been out of service since a fire on Thanksgiving day of 2012. 
 
THE DITCH 
Mellon was asked about a ditch being dug along the abutment at the south side of the dam. It 
was spotted first by Oroville pilot Gonzalo (Peewee) Curiel, and has caused some chatter in 
Oroville as it is adjacent to the “green spot.” Mellon looked into it and reported it was part of a fire 
safety modernization project underway since 2016. “DWR Oroville Field Division crews are 
replacing a domestic water line that supplies water to nearby facilities, including Hyatt 
Powerplant,” she wrote in an email.  “Tests showed that the existing line was too small and 
needed to be replaced with a larger pipeline to get the necessary flows and pressure.” 
 
NEXT YEAR 
Petersen said Kiewit planned to be ready May 1 to start phase 2 of the main spillway 
reconstruction. The start date will depend on the lake level, weather and other factors, however. 
The program of work includes removal of the 730 feet at the top of the upper chute from the radial 
gates, and replacement with steel-reinforced structural concrete. A 2.5-foot layer of steel-
reinforced structural concrete will be placed over the over 1,050 feet of roller compacted concrete 
in the middle chute, and the roller compacted concrete walls of that section will be replaced with 
structural concrete. The energy dissipaters at the base of the spillway also will be hydro-blasting 
and resurfaced. 
 
(Don’t they do most of this already?) 
Gov. Brown Signs Dam-Safety Bill Prompted By Oroville Crisis 
February 26, 2018 | Sacramento, CA | capradio.org 
  
(AP) — California Gov. Jerry Brown signed legislation Monday that seeks to beef up dam 
inspections following a near disaster that caused the evacuation of almost 200,000 people living 
downstream from the tallest one in the United States. The measure implements several 
recommendations from experts who reviewed the crisis at Oroville Dam last year. 
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It requires annual inspections for dams deemed 
to be high hazards, sets standards for 
inspections and requires periodic review of dams' 
original design and construction records. It also 
requires inspectors to consult periodically with 
independent experts and makes inspection 
reports public. The measure, AB1270, which 
passed the Assembly and Senate unanimously, 
was written by Assemblyman James Gallagher of 
Yuba City, who was among the people forced to 
flee when both the main and emergency 
spillways experienced catastrophic damage. 
Engineers feared an eroding hillside would cause 
the uncontrolled release of a millions of gallons 
of water. The crisis was averted. 
 
Independent experts said Department of Water Resources officials mistakenly believed for years 
that the spillways sat on solid bedrock, even though reports from geologists and construction 
crews planning and building the structure reported significant erodible soil. The annual 
inspections would be required for dams classified as being significant, high or extremely high 
hazards, and every two years for dams classified as low hazard. Critical spillway control features 
would be tested each year and witnessed by state inspectors at least every three years. 
The federal rankings are based on factors including the size of the dam and its degree of risk to 
people downstream, not the dam's current condition. 
 
 
(Maybe it’s not the 100 year flood, maybe it’s the 25 year flood. If you live downstream of a dam, 
always buy the house on the hill.) 
Another 100-year flood: Oakdale Dam flooding leaves dozens with little 
options 
By Jeong Park, Journal & Courier, Feb. 21, 2018, jconline.com 
 
BROOKSTON, IN - Dennis Kellar thought he 
survived a 100-year flood in the winter of 2008.  
But around 5 a.m. Wednesday morning, another 100-
year flood knocked on the door of his house.  "We 
must be 256 years old," Kellar said from his partially 
flooded red-and-white two-story house by the 
Tippecanoe River, his jeans soaked with floodwater 
from the knees down.  Oakdale Dam on Lake 
Freeman reached its third-highest level on record 
Wednesday morning, after the area went through 
more than three inches of rain since Monday. The sustained rain has led to several key road 
closures, a stuck school bus and park closures in the region.  On Monday, McAllister Park, 
Shamrock Park, Wabash Heritage Trail and Munger Park Trail were closed, and the Lafayette 
Police Department urged its residents to be cautious when driving on a number of area roads, 
including the busy intersection of Sagamore Parkway and South Street, due to flooding.  But it's 
those like Kellar, living in one of the dozens of homes standing by the Tippecanoe River, who 
have suffered the worst.  "It's been disgusting," he said. Kellar's house went through $90,000 in 
repairs after the 2008 flood; most repairs, he said, he had to pay for himself because he did not 
have a flood insurance and the federal authorities only gave him $27,000. He thought the repairs, 
which included raising his house several feet, were good enough to survive the next flood.  When 
Kellar went to bed Tuesday night, he still thought so, even as the rain kept pouring. He heard the 
sirens that night, but the water level did not alarm him.  He woke up around 5:30 a.m. Wednesday 
as dogs barked around his house and water flooded the first floor.  Kellar tried to salvage 

Erosion Downstream of Emergency Spillway 
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whatever he could: His red 1984 Chevy Camaro and black 2015 Jeep Wrangler Unlimited Sahara 
and some other belongings. But that wasn't enough. Kellar said he expects to lose another 
$90,000 in repairs and replacements.  
 
Jeff Seramur, living about a mile away from Kellar, has a similar story: He left his house late 
Tuesday night, retrieving some belongings but thinking things would be fine. After all, Seramur 
said, his house got flooded three times in eight years before Wednesday. But he had to rush to 
his house around 5 a.m. Wednesday to retrieve a Pablo Picasso painting that he got when his 
mother died in 1993.  "It's just a part of the deal," Seramur said. "Home is where the heart is."  
Carroll County Sheriff Tobe Leazenby said the county staff has been issuing voluntary evacuation 
orders door-to-door to houses by the river, starting late Tuesday night. He expects those orders 
to continue as long as necessary. But Kellar said he did not hear any sirens or any orders for 
voluntary evacuation Wednesday morning, which frustrates him. "We are puzzled and 
aggravated," Kellar said. "There was no warning to get us. We would have left (with a warning)."  
The rain subsided Wednesday evening, but National Weather Service meteorologist Andrew 
White expects about an inch and a half of additional rain through the week for the region. The 
region still remains under a flood warning.  
 
The dam's water level has been decreasing, and the weather service predicts the trend will 
continue through the week. Kellar plans to stay until the water level decreases. But the probability 
of additional rain has kept him anticipating the worst.  "If the water gets deeper, we are going to 
have to leave (immediately)," he said.  Kellar wants to stay. There aren't many places like where 
he lives, he said. "This is God's country into the summertime," Kellar said. "You don't go to 
Lafayette, sit back and see 10 eagles."  But Kellar said he and his wife plan to move to Lafayette, 
where they already own a home.  "I'm going to tear my house down. I'm leaving," Kellar said. "I've 
lived a good life." 
 
(Is there a better way? Another useless study.) 
MSU USES $3M NASA GRANT TO FIND BETTER WAYS TO REGULATE 
DAMS 
Feb. 8, 2018, msutoday.msu.edu 
 
Michigan State University researchers, equipped with 
$3 million from NASA, will investigate innovative 
methods to improve dams so that they are less harmful 
to people and the environment. 
Focusing on the Lower Mekong River Basin in 
Southeast Asia, the world’s largest freshwater fishery 
and home to 60 million people, the three-year project 
will use the science of remote sensing and on-the-
ground interviews with local residents to create better 
policies for future dams. Dam building “is booming,” noted MSU’s Daniel Kramer. But generating 
enough energy for a growing population in an environmentally and socially sustainable manner, 
he added, has yet to be achieved. “This project is really about trying to maintain this balance, to 
meet this goal of sustainability, where we can provide the food we need, the energy we need, 
without devastating the environment in the process,” said Kramer, professor of fisheries and 
wildlife and James Madison College and a co-investigator on the research. 
 
With the project, which consists of two grants from NASA totaling $3 million, Kramer will 
collaborate with principal investigator Jiaguo Qi, professor of geography, and other scientists from 
MSU, along with researchers from Virginia Tech, Applied Geosolutions LLC in New Hampshire, 
and partners from countries in the Lower Mekong region. The first grant will develop technologies 
to analyze the latest forms of satellite imagery – using active microwave technology – to 
understand the impact of dam construction on regional ecosystems. Models calibrated with 
remotely sensed data will simulate historical water flows and project how those flows may change 
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as a result of dam construction and shrinking glaciers in the Himalayan headwaters due to 
climate change. 
 
The second grant will apply a social science approach through interviewing residents of 
communities surrounding and downstream from dams. The approach will focus on the community 
tradeoffs resulting from dams, such as economic benefits and the loss of wetland areas. The 
second project is investigating from the bottom-up how these changes are affecting people in 
depth using ethnographic and participatory methods,” Kramer said. “Then, we use this 
understanding and marry it to our typical satellite imagery approach to better understand these 
changes.” Ultimately, he said, the project aims to not only reduce dams’ negative impact on 
surrounding communities and ecosystems, but also to generate insights to improve the planning 
of future dams. “This effort serves to understand what the downstream effects of dams might be, 
with the hopes that we can apply this knowledge more generally to other places that are also 
seeing this rapid construction of dams,” Kramer said. Other MSU researchers involved in the 
project are Peilei Fan, David Hyndman, William McConnell, Joseph Messina, Yadu Pokhrel, 
Jinhua Zhao and Daniel Ahlquist. 
 
(Trying to save the dams politically.) 
Lawmakers battle over bill to prevent breaching of dams 
BY NICHOLAS K. GERANIOS, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Feb 23, 2018, abcnews.go.com 
 
SPOKANE, Wash. — Three Republican U.S. 
House members are criticizing Democratic 
Sen. Patty Murray and other lawmakers for 
opposing their legislation that would prevent 
the breaching of four dams on the Snake 
River to restore endangered salmon runs. 
The three Republicans from the state of 
Washington support a bipartisan bill that 
seeks to maintain existing dam operations 
until at least 2022. Murray and two Democratic 
House members from the Seattle area are 
pushing an environmental study to examine alternatives for salmon recovery, including breaching 
one or more of the dams to aid fish migration to and from the Pacific Ocean. "It's unthinkable that 
Seattle Democrats are putting politics over science when it comes to improving fish recovery 
efforts," Reps. Dan Newhouse, Cathy McMorris Rodgers and Jaime Herrera Beutler said in a 
release this week. "Millions of dollars have been spent studying these dams and improvements 
have been made to improve fish survival rates." The skirmish is the latest in a decades-long 
battle that pits environmentalists against users of the Columbia-Snake river system. 
 
Fish advocates blame the four dams, built in the 1960s and 1970s, with decimating iconic salmon 
runs in the river system. But supporters of the dams point to the benefits of hydropower and 
navigation provided by the dams, and say fish ladders and other methods of transporting salmon 
past the dams are helping restore the runs. Murray sent a letter on Tuesday to Senate and House 
leaders criticizing Newhouse's bill that supports existing dam operations. The letter, also signed 
by Democratic U.S. Reps. Adam Smith and Pramila Jayapal, contends Newhouse's bill would 
circumvent a process to consider all uses of the river system. Managers must consider salmon 
recovery, fisheries, irrigation, navigation, power generation, flood protection and recreation, they 
said.  "The Columbia and Snake River system is essential to the Pacific Northwest's culture, 
environment and economy," the Democrats said. 
 
In 2016, U.S. District Court Judge Michael Simon of Portland, Oregon, ordered the new 
environmental review and a new federal biological opinion. The current biological opinion, created 
by federal agencies, states and tribes to protect salmon while operating the dams, does not do 
enough to rebuild endangered fish populations, the judge ruled. The study is intended to evaluate 
the costs and benefits of multiple alternatives, ranging from no changes to removing all four 

FILE - In this Oct. 19, 2016 file photo, a man fishes for 
salmon in the Snake River above the Lower Granite 
Dam in Washington state. 

Lower Granite Dam 
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dams. There have been 18 public meetings in the Pacific Northwest and more than 412,000 
public comments have been submitted, according to the letter. Simon also has ordered more 
water to be spilled over dams starting this spring, which is intended to help out-migrating juvenile 
salmon swim more quickly and safely to the ocean. Some critics of the decision say the spill 
would do little to help fish and could create high gas levels in the water that can harm juvenile 
fish. The spilled water would otherwise be used for power generation, and will cost Washington 
residents $40 million in higher electric rates this year, Newhouse said. "They claim to support 
clean renewable energy, while simultaneously working to destroy hydropower, Washington 
state's largest source of carbon-neutral, clean energy," Newhouse said. "Breaching the dams ... 
should not even be an option." 
 
(Difference of opinion.) 
Dams waste public money 
February 23, 2018, fresnobee.com 
 

I am writing in response to Frank Bigelow’s Feb. 20 op-ed, 
“Bureaucrats are blocking badly needed reservoirs.” Proposition 1 
does include $2.7 billion to fund “water storage projects, dams, and 

reservoirs,” however, if we do not have any rainfall, there is no need for these additional 
reservoirs.  A majority of the sites have largely been turned down because of their locations. The 
Temperance Flat Dam is upstream from the already existing Millerton Dam and would cost an 
estimated $2.5 billion. The Sites Dam would have a major impact on the Bay Delta, counteracting 
the other purpose of Proposition 1, which is ecosystem and watershed protection and restoration. 
  
This dam is estimated to cost $4.4 billion. I have not 
found one conservation group who is in support of 
created dams and effectively destroying large 
ecosystems. I would like to see his sources on who 
supports these projects and how they would, in his 
words, improve conditions for “native fish.”  The 
California Water Commission has not approved a 
single site because these dams are waste of public 
money. The people who would benefit from these dam 
sites are wealthy farmers who already drill wells on 
their property. ERIK OVERSTREET, FRESNO, CA  
 
(People need to think about this because once they’re gone, they’re gone forever.) 
COLUMN: 40 Million Reasons to Save Our Dams 
February 26, 2018, newhouse.house.gov  
 
What would life in the Mid-Columbia be like if dams 
on the Columbia and Snake rivers were removed? 
What would then be used to control flooding that 
devastated communities before the dams were put in 
place? How would we provide clean, reliable 
hydropower for hundreds of thousands of homes and 
businesses? How would our region’s farmers and 
agriculture industry replace lost access to water that 
is currently stored behind the dams? This worst-case 
scenario is not as far-fetched as we would hope, 
unfortunately. 
 
For some interests—many from outside Central Washington—breaching our dams is worth any 
cost in the name of environmentalism. For many of us who actually live in the region, we believe 
that there is already a proven way to balance the needs of our communities and the needs of fish 
recovery. We think a lot about dams and their benefits in the Mid-Columbia, especially following 
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Judge Michael Simon’s court order that requires consideration of breaching the dams on the 
lower Snake River. I have heard from family farmers who worry about the next generation’s 
livelihood and from local PUDs concerned about rising rates if spill is increased or if the dams are 
breached. I joined my Pacific Northwest colleagues in Congress to introduce bipartisan 
legislation, H.R. 3144, to preserve the 2014 Federal Columbia River Power System Biological 
Opinion (BiOp), which was negotiated under the Obama administration, until 2022. Preserving the 
current BiOp would prevent the breaching of our dams. 
 
Unfortunately, some Washington Democrats—first our state’s governor, and now one of our U.S. 
senators, joined by two congressional representatives from the Seattle area—have announced 
their opposition to this bipartisan legislation. Washington state’s congressional delegation often 
works in a bipartisan way on many important issues for Central Washington, such as ensuring the 
federal government fulfills its responsibility for Hanford cleanup and supporting the work 
conducted at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. Earlier this month, members of Congress 
from across the Pacific Northwest and across the political aisle joined together to oppose any 
divestment of transmission assets of the Bonneville Power Administration because it would have 
a significant impact on electricity rates for ratepayers in rural areas. 
 
Where is the concern that increasing spill over our dams would increase electricity costs for 
ratepayers at an estimated $40 million this year alone? Life and livelihoods in the Mid-Columbia 
without our dams would be unrecognizable. My colleagues from the West Side need to know that 
rejecting the BiOp would hurt Central Washington and increase the possibility of breaching our 
dams. I am committed to standing up for our rural communities. In my view, the estimated rate 
increases are forty million more reasons to save our dams, and I will continue to work to do just 
that. 
 

Hydro: 
(Almost to the finish line.) 
Dam license renewal process nearing conclusion 
February 16, 2018. by Stephen Rappaport, ellsworthamerican.com 
 
ELLSWORTH, ME — On Dec. 30, 2015, Black Bear 
Hydro Partners applied to the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission for a new license for the 
hydroelectric facilities it operates on the Union River 
— the dams forming Graham Lake and Leonard 
Lake. Now the relicensing process is moving toward 
conclusion. The application was a significant step in a 
renewal process initiated even earlier as the company 
began a series of studies relating to the impact of the 
dams on the ecosystem of the Union River — habitat for several species of fish, birds, other 
wildlife and plants. 
Over the past two-plus years, at the direction of the licensing agency, known as FERC, the 
company and conservation organizations including the Downeast Salmon Federation, among 
others, have studied how the dams interfere with the passage upstream and downstream of 
anadromous alewives and river herring, which return to the Union River from the sea to spawn, 
and catadromous American eels, which enter the river from the ocean as tiny elvers, then grow to 
adult American eels before returning to the sea to spawn. Moving upstream, alewives have to be 
trapped and carried above the dams in tank trucks while elvers struggle up the rocks, largely at 
the eastern end of the Ellsworth dam. Moving downstream, fish must deal with the hydroelectric 

Ellsworth Dam 
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turbines at the Ellsworth dam. Observers have documented a number of large fish kills below 
both dams. Below the Ellsworth dam, dead eels and alewives have shown evidence of injury 
consistent with passing through the turbine blades. 
 
The relicensing process also has caused owners of property fronting on the two lakes to raise 
issues with the effects of wide fluctuations of water levels. The problem — shoreline erosion from 
high water levels and the exposure of extensive mudflats when water levels are lowered when 
additional waterflows are required to generate electricity at the Ellsworth dam, is particularly acute 
in Graham Lake. Under its current license, Black Bear (acquired by Brookfield Renewable Energy 
Partners in 2013) is allowed to let water levels fluctuate between 93.4 and 104.2 feet above sea 
level. The license also sets minimum water release flow rates below the dams, higher from May 1 
to June 30, lower during the rest of the year. Last Friday, FERC issued a notice to the public that 
Black Bear’s license application had been accepted for filing and setting a 60-day deadline for 
comments. Interested parties have until April 10 to file motions to intervene in the licensing 
proceedings as well as for “protests, comments, recommendations, terms and conditions and 
prescriptions.” An additional 45-day period is allowed for Black Bear, or others, to file replies. 
 
According to FERC, Black Bear plans “to continue the current licensed mode of operation, 
including minimum flow releases.” The company also plans to install upstream eel passage 
facilities at both the Graham Lake and Ellsworth dams as well as build a canoe portage trail at 
Graham Lake. FERC’s timetable calls for the commission to issue a required Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement in August, with comments due in October. The commission would issue its 
“Final Environmental Assessment” for the dams in March 2019. Even though Black Bear’s license 
for the dams expired at the end of last year, the company is still allowed to continue its 
hydropower operations. Under FERC’s rules, the company’s license was renewed for one year 
while the commission considers the license renewal application. The license will renew 
automatically year to year until FERC takes final action on the company’s application for another 
30-year license. 
 
(Relicensing is complicated.) 
Utility Dodges Suit Over California Dam, Tunnel System  
February 22, 2018, by NICHOLAS IOVINO, courthousenews.com  
 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA (CN) – Pacific Gas and 
Electric has for now dodged a lawsuit claiming its 
operation of an irrigation and hydropower system in 
Northern California harms endangered fish. U.S. 
District Judge William Alsup dismissed the suit with 
leave to amend on Wednesday, finding two 
conservation groups failed to adequately allege how 
PG&E’s management of the Potter Valley Project in 
Mendocino County violates the Endangered Species 
Act. California River Watch and Coast Action Group 
sued the utility giant in October 2017, claiming its operation of dams, tunnels and a 109-year-old 
power plant on the Eel River has killed too many threatened Chinook salmon, Coho salmon, and 
Steelhead trout. 
 
Alsup said the groups’ complaint was full of “nebulous accusations and conclusory assertions” 
that fail to specify how PG&E violated the requirements of a 2002 biological opinion and other 
edicts issued by the National Marine Fisheries Service. The conservation groups claim PG&E’s 
actions have reduced water flows, increased water temperatures and created conditions 
beneficial to the predatory pike minnow, all of which harm endangered salmon and trout. 
Plaintiffs’ attorney Edward Yates, of Larkspur, said his clients would likely seek leave to file an 
amended complaint by the March 7 deadline. 
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“We believe that both the biological opinion authored by the National Marine Fisheries Service 
and a study of the Eel River by a specialist named Patrick Higgins both provide the information 
that Judge Alsup has requested,” Yates said in a phone interview. A February 2010 study by 
Higgins, a fisheries biologist, found the Potter Valley project has adversely impacted the survival 
and recovery of Coho salmon, according to the plaintiffs. The Potter Valley Project includes a 9.2-
megawatt hydropower plant and mile-long water tunnel drilled through bedrock. It also includes 
Scott Dam at Lake Pillsbury and Cape Horn Dam, where the Eel River meets the east branch of 
the Russian River. 
 
Last year, PG&E filed its intent to renew its Federal Energy Regulatory Commission license to run 
the 110-year-old irrigation and hydropower system. Its existing license expires in April 2022. 
Proponents of the project, including the Potter Valley Irrigation District, say its contribution of 
about 70,000 acre-feet of water for local farms each year is “immeasurable” and has improved 
the quality of life for more than half a million residents of nearby communities. They also say the 
9.2-megawatt hydropower plant produces enough electricity to completely power the nearby city 
of Ukiah. But opponents like Friends of the Eel River, which is not a party to the lawsuit, say the 
project should be shut down because it has blocked endangered fish like Steelhead trout from 
accessing part of the watershed that once served as a critical spawning habitat. PG&E 
spokesman Paul Moreno said claims that the company violates the Endangered Species Act are 
without merit. 
 
“PG&E is strongly committed to environmental responsibility, and we are operating the project in 
full compliance with the National Marine Fisheries Service’s biological opinion and incidental take 
statement,” Moreno said in a phone interview. Moreno said the company complies with or 
exceeds all minimum flow requirements to protect endangered fish, and that it conducts annual 
studies on fish populations as required. He added that the company conducted pike minnow 
suppression activities in the project area in 2006. The plaintiffs claim the company is required to 
conduct such activities annually. As PG&E works to renew its Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission license to run the project, Moreno said the company is working with stakeholders, 
including conservation groups like Friends of the Eel River. In an interview last October, Friends 
of the Eel River conservation director Scott Greacen said he was optimistic his group could work 
out a deal with PG&E that would lead to decommissioning the project or at least shutting down 
one or two dams. Moreno had no comment on any potential changes to the project, and Greacen 
did not immediately respond to an email and phone call seeking comment Thursday afternoon. 
 
(Nothing like a hardy breakfast. I like donuts. Good advice.) 
Bob’s Red Mill’s 89-Year-Old CEO Starts His Day With (Duh) Carbs 
BY BOB Moore, 02.25.18, fastcompany.com 
 
Lots of people struggle to get up early and eat the 
right (or any) breakfast to stay energized through 
the first half of a busy workday. I’ve faced many 
challenges as the CEO of Bob’s Red Mill, the 
Oregon-based whole-grain and Cereal Company I 
cofounded in 1978, but those two things have never 
been much trouble for me. Here are a few of the 
daily routines and habits I’ve stuck with over the 
past 40 years to boost my own productivity and keep my business running smoothly. 
 
RISE EARLY (WITH MY BEDTIME READING) 
I wake up every morning by 6 a.m., and sometimes a lot earlier. Actually, my 6 a.m. is your 5:50 
a.m. because I set my clock ahead to gain a little time. As I often tell people, if you don’t think you 
have 10 minutes to eat a warm, nutritious breakfast, just set your alarm back and there you go! 
About half of the time, I wake up in the morning with a book on my face. The other half, the book 
is in my lap or wherever it fell when I dozed off at night. I absolutely love reading, especially 
before going to sleep. I’m a nonfiction junkie, and my favorite topics include science, aviation, the 
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evolution of the automobile, ancient history, and biographies of great leaders. I’m on a Churchill 
and FDR kick right now. Even in the middle of the night, if I’m awake, I read. 
 
REACH FOR THE WHOLE-GRAIN CARBS 
I live just a few miles away from our mill. I like being close to the operations. When I get to work 
each morning, I eat a healthy whole-grain breakfast. It’s been the stabilizing influence of my life. I 
don’t eat doughnuts. Ever. Thick-cut rolled or steel cut oats–that’s what I like. I add a little skim 
milk, a little raw sugar, and some flax seed. That’s it. Whole grains. Been eating them that way 
since the mid-1960s. 
 
HOST A BREAKFAST MEETING 
I always eat breakfast at work, but I don’t always eat it alone. Every Tuesday, about 40 of us from 
all different departments share a morning meal of one of our hot, whole-grain cereals together at 
the mill. We get started bright and early at 7 a.m. and talk about how the business is doing. We 
hear from our sales, quality assurance, and customer service teams as well as from our buyers. 
It’s not all business, though. Sometimes there are vacation pictures or personal stories. 
On Thursdays, it’s breakfast with my executives. The eight of us gather around a table in my 
office for an hour of updates and uninterrupted enjoyment. (It helps that we like each other a lot.) 
 
GET UP AND MAKE THE ROUNDS 
I don’t spend time sitting at my desk. Our mill is 325,000 square feet, and I’m in it every day. 
People who walk with me say I walk very fast. When I was in the Army they called me “Rapid 
Robert.” I want to get places quickly! It’s not because I’m stressed, though. I’m just energized by 
the work we’re doing, and I never tire of seeing our millstones at work. Many of them are a 
century old. They can grind grains 24 hours a day, seven days a week. One hundred pounds of 
whole grains go in, 100 pounds of nutritious whole-grain flours and cereals come out, while those 
delightful, century-old stones keep turning and grinding. 
 
With more than 600 employees, there’s often a celebration or someone who has something going 
on, so I always make a point to go around and say hi to our team members, recognizing them 
and all the responsibility and commitment they’re bringing to this company we own together. On 
my 81st birthday–I’m 89 now–we gave the company to the incredible, dedicated people who work 
here. Over the years, the business has attracted a lot of attention. We got big offers from big 
companies, but we believed strongly that the people worthy of owning the business were the 
people who built it. How could I sell it to anyone else? 
 
TAKE A 20-MINUTE MUSICAL INTERLUDE 
Downstairs we have two pianos, and I play every day. If my assistant Nancy comes to work and 
doesn’t see me in my office, she doesn’t bother to stop at her desk. She walks straight to the 
pianos. She plays beautifully, and we’ll play for 20 minutes or so in the morning, usually duets we 
both enjoy–jazz and old standards. The music mixes with the noise of the mill, and it lifts us all 
up. If tours are going through, I’ll play a song or two for the people visiting. Last week a local 
newscaster came and played alongside me. He wasn’t bad! 
 
KEEP PLUGGING AWAY 
I’ve been working for 75 years. Retirement? I don’t even want to talk about it. I wake up every 
morning with so much work to do, and I’m as passionate as ever about getting it done. Bringing 
good, healthy food to people across the world remains my mission. The responsibility and hard 
work it takes to fulfill it keeps me feeling bright and vital–at least as much as any morning routine, 
however delicious. 
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.Water:  
(Too much rain.) 
Indiana Michigan Power Closely Watching Dams 
February 22, 2018, wsjm.com 
  
Indiana Michigan Power is keeping a close eye on its 
infrastructure that could be affected by this week’s 
flooding in Berrien County. Spokesperson Schnee 
Garrett tells WSJM News I&M’s dams are holding up. “All 
of I&M’s dams along the St. Joseph River are operating 
per their engineered designs,” Garrett said. “The 
Buchanan dam is operating near capacity, but we still do 
have room within our system to pass the river flows.” 
Garrett says power to about 400 hundred customers in Michigan had to be cut off due to flooding, 
but that’s about it for outages. I&M is watching the rest of its dams to make sure they’re holding 
up. Schaffer reminds everyone not to go into their basements if water is covering appliance cords 
that are plugged in or if water has reached the wall outlets. If any flood waters reach your electric 
meter base or rise to wall outlets, call I&M right away. 
 
(The Federal license won’t let them do it.) 
Can dams be used to reduce Muskegon River flooding? 
By Jon Mills, February 22, 2018, wzzm13.com  
  
MUSKEGON COUNTY, MICH. - The Muskegon river 
crested Wednesday night in Newaygo County leaving 
moderate flooding behind. Riverfront residents are 
familiar with spring floods and the damage those 
floods have caused. Brian Timmerman, a resident of 
Cedar Creek Township, says the flooding doesn't have 
to be as bad as it is. The high water had Timmerman 
leaving for work Thursday afternoon in hip waders.  He 
lives on Brickyard Road, which was covered with water 
from the Muskegon River, ranging from several inches to three feet deep. "Definitely should not 
be driving down that, it's just too deep," said Timmerman. 
 
He's been through a couple of floods and wants Consumers Energy to use the Croton Dam to 
reduce their impact. "Let some of that water out that they are holding in the reservoir," said 
Timmerman. "So that when the heavy rain comes it doesn't impact us as much downstream." 
Roger Morgenstern, Senior Public Information Director at Consumers Energy, says the company 
cannot use the Croton and Hardy dams as flood control devices, "What Mother Nature gives us is 
what we pass through our dams." The federal license the dams operate under prevents the 
company from reducing or increasing the Muskegon River's flow. However at this time of the year 
the license does allow the company to hold some water back at the Hardy Pond. "What we have 
been able to do is keep more of the water at the Hardy Pond, which is upstream of Croton and 
reduce somewhat the amount of water that's coming through Croton," said Morgenstern. 
Those spring runoff adjustments at the Hardy dam are minimal. "I'd like to see some other 
option," said Timmerman. "What other options do we got? 
 
(Too much water.) 
Thornapple River dam holds despite berm failure 
upstream 
By Garret Ellison, Feb 24, 2018, mlive.com 
 
CALEDONIA, MI -- It was a tense night at LaBarge Dam. Kent 
County Drain Commissioner Ken Yonker arrived at the 
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Thornapple River dam about 5 p.m. on Friday, Feb. 23 and was immediately alarmed at what he 
found. The earthen berm at the hydroelectric dam in Caledonia Township was bleeding water 
after an upstream canal dyke failed the night before, sending high volume through Middleville 
toward the 117-year-old privately-owned dam at 84th Street and beyond. As Yonker walked 
around the berm next to a large Consumers Energy substation, his boots sunk about an inch into 
mucky grass. He took a four-foot stick and poked it into the ground. It went through the dirt like it 
was a bucket of wet sand. 
 
More water than the structure was designed to handle was rushing over the dam. Between the 
dam and 84th Street, the river was cresting at nearly 12-feet. The situation was serious. The 500-
foot wide river impoundment water would crash through the 84th Street bridge, inundate low-lying 
residents downstream and threaten dams in Cascade and Ada if the dam failed. Without 
reinforcement, "chances are it would have let loose." "It was about as scary as it gets," Yonker 
said. Within two hours, emergency crews had begun trucking in 300 cubic yards of sand from the 
nearby Cherry Valley Resources pit and spreading it on fabric, adding weight to stabilize the 
saturated berm. By 9:30 p.m., the sand was in place. Yonker and others nervously watched the 
river from the dam all night. As the water level began to recede, the group began to breathe 
easier. By mid-day, officials felt comfortable the danger had passed. "Right now, they are 
confident the LaBarge dam is going to hold," Lisa LaPlante, Kent County spokesperson, said 
Saturday afternoon. 
 
(What would happen if they got the PMF?) 
Flood fears rise as wicked storm system tears across southern, central 
U.S. 
By Susan Miller, Doyle Rice and Thomas Novelly, USA TODAY, Feb. 25, 2018, usatoday.com 
 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — A violent storm system with 
relentless rains and fierce winds that pounded the 
southern and central U.S. over the weekend could lead 
to treacherous flooding in the days ahead. The system 
that stretched from Texas to the Canadian maritime 
provinces left a path of destruction as it cut eastward 
Sunday:  Homes were leveled, trees uprooted, cars 
demolished. Three people were killed, two in suspected 
tornadoes. Emergency crews struggled to keep up with 
calls from drivers stranded by rising floodwaters in many 
locations. Flooding will continue to be a threat this week, 
AccuWeather said, as more rain falls and runoffs 
continue. Multiple rivers in the central U.S. were already at or projected to reach major flood 
stage in the next few days.  The Ohio River is forecast to reach moderate flood stage along much 
of the southern border of Ohio and West Virginia in the coming days, according to the National 
Weather Service. In Adairville, Ky., Dallas Jane Combs, 79, died after a likely tornado struck her 
home, the Logan County Sheriff’s Department told TV station WKRN. Sheriff officials said Combs 
was inside the home when it collapsed. 

 
Mehring Way is closed on Feb. 25, 2018 after the Ohio 
River overflowed its banks. Over Saturday night and 
Sunday morning, the weather did exactly what 
meteorologists feared: It dumped another 2-3 inches of rain 
on already soggy southwest Ohio communities. The Ohio 
River is expected to crest at 60.7 feet by Sunday evening, 
the National Weather Service said. Sunday morning as the 
river rose above the 60 feet mark for the first time in two 
decades.  Cara Owsley,  The body of a male was 
recovered from a vehicle submerged in floodwaters near 
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Franklin on Saturday, the Simpson County Sheriff’s Office said in a statement. 
 
In northeast Arkansas, Albert Foster, 83, was killed when his trailer home toppled under high 
winds, Clay County Sheriff Terry Miller told KAIT-TV. By Sunday morning, the river gauge near 
downtown Louisville showed the Ohio River at 34.9 feet. The normal level is about 12 feet. In 
1997, the water was measured at 38.8 feet; roughly 50,000 homes flooded and the Louisville 
area alone saw $200 million in damage. Cincinnati was battered by record rain. The Cincinnati 
Police Department reported making numerous water rescues, and road closings seemed to 
multiply by the hour early Sunday. Many residents had to evacuate; two post offices were 
relocated. The weather did exactly what meteorologists feared: It dumped another 2-3 inches of 
rain on already soggy southwest Ohio communities. “To put that much water on already saturated 
soil without much vegetation to suck it up — that was what we were most concerned about,” said 
Kristen Cassady, a meteorologist with the National Weather Service in Wilmington. At least three 
people were injured and several Clarksville-area homes were destroyed as the system tore 
across Middle Tennessee.  
  
A 15-year-old girl hit by falling debris during an Austin 
Peay State University basketball game was 
transported to Tennova Hospital in Clarksville for 
precautionary reasons, according to Kevin Young of 
the Austin Peay athletics department. Dawn and Roger 
Williams of Covey Rise were also at a basketball game 
in Lebanon when the storm struck. They came home to 
find almost all of their windows blown out and a 2 by 4 
pierced through one of their doors — and a neighbor's 
home destroyed, Roger Williams said.  In Kentucky, a 
MetroSafe supervisor told the Courier-Journal that 
there had been 75 to 100 phone calls of abandoned 
vehicles, and at least 20 people needed to be rescued from cars and buildings because of rising 
floodwaters. In Evansville, Ind., emergency crews were inundated with calls for help from 
stranded motorists.  
 
“It’s pretty bad out there pretty much everywhere,” said Braden Buss, with Vanderburgh County 
Central Dispatch Center. “We’re getting high water calls, manhole covers coming off, some 
residential flooding. Don’t go out if you don’t have to.” The deaths in Kentucky and Arkansas on 
Saturday were the first tornado deaths in 284 days, ending the USA’s longest streak of days 
without tornado deaths since accurate records began in 1950, according to NOAA's Storm 
Prediction Center. That easily beats the previous record-long streak of 220 days set from June 
24, 2012, through Jan. 30, 2013, said Patrick Marsh, a meteorologist at the center. Before 
Saturday, the USA's most recent deadly tornadoes both hit on May 16, 2017, in Oklahoma and 
Wisconsin. Long stretches without a single tornado death are becoming more common: All 
streaks of 200 days or longer have occurred within the past five years, Marsh said. 
 
As for a reason for the streak, one of the main ones is good luck, said Harold Brooks, a tornado 
researcher with NOAA's National Severe Storms Laboratory in Norman, Okla. However, while 
fewer tornadoes in recent years is one explanation for the lower death toll, it doesn't tell the whole 
story, according to the National Weather Service. "It's not surprising that the four longest periods 
on record without a tornado fatality have occurred within the past six years," weather service 
director Louis Uccellini said. He said that since the deadly 2011 tornado season — which 
included the Joplin, Mo., tornado that killed more than 150 people — NOAA has made a 
concerted effort to improve America's preparedness and response to tornadoes. "We've invested 
in faster supercomputers and better models to improve our forecasts and warnings," Uccellini 
said.  An average of 71 people are killed each year by tornadoes, based on data from 1987-2016, 
the Weather Channel reported. 
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(Flood control at work.) 
Tuscarawas Valley dams perform well, Army Corps of Engineers officials 
say 
By Staff Reporter, Feb 27, 2018, timesreporter.com  
 
Officials with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers are pleased 
with the way their dams and levees in the Tuscarawas Valley 
performed after the area was hit with heavy rainfall over the 
past several days. “The dams did very well,” said Jim Schray, 
water management technical specialist with the corps of 
engineers’ Huntington Office, which overseas dams and 
levees in this area. He noted that corps personnel were on top 
of the situation. Fortunately, the precipitation predicted for this 
area on Saturday night and Sunday morning stayed to the 
west, which reduced rainfall totals 
. 
Still, the area received between 1.5 inches and 2.5 inches of 
rain from Friday through Sunday, according to the National 
Weather Service in Pittsburgh. Because of the dams in the Muskingum Watershed, the corps was 
able to reduce the stage of the Tuscarawas River at New Philadelphia by about 4 feet and 
Stillwater Creek at Uhrichsville by about 2.5 feet, Schray said. Currently, the corps is releasing 
the maximum amount of water possible from Beach City Dam and Dover Dam to reduce the 
amount of water being held behind them, he said. As of Monday morning, the corps was utilizing 
24 percent of the flood storage capacity at Dover Dam, 20 percent at Beach City Dam, 42 percent 
at Bolivar Dam, 47 percent at Atwood Dam and 42 percent at Leesville Dam. “All the projects are 
operating well,” Schray said. “We’re happy with how things worked out with the rain event. We will 
continue to watch the river gauges so that nothing surprises us.” The agency coordinated with the 
National Weather Service to reduce flooding on the Ohio River by closing the gates on all of its 
projects in the Muskingum Watershed on Saturday and Sunday. “The river is very high,” Schray 
said. “It is 33 feet at Marietta and will probably remain high for a number of days.” Since the Ohio 
River is not damaging structures, the corps is able to operate its projects in the Muskingum 
Watershed normally, he said. 

Environment:  
(Zebra mussels are evil.) 
US scientists try crowdsourcing to stop invasive mussels 
BY KEITH RIDLER, Associated Press, idahostatesman, February 19, 2018  
 
BOISE, IDAHO - The invasive quagga and zebra mussels have a 
$100,000 bounty on their "heads." The U.S. government is offering 
the six-figure prize for the best suggestion on how to stop their 
relentless and destructive spread because scientists say they are 
stumped. "We might as well give it a try," said Sherri Pucherelli, a 
biologist with the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. "Open water. That's 
really where the challenge is. Nothing has been developed right now that causes complete 
eradication in a large water body." 
 
The filter-feeders that syphon in water to pluck out microscopic organisms can throw food chains 
out of balance, and their sheer numbers in attaching to surfaces can clog pipes at reservoirs and 
damage boat motors. Giant water bodies turning aquamarine blue is a sign that the base of the 
food chain is being depleted, risking starvation for other species, including sport fish. Quagga 
mussels approach an inch (25 millimeters) in length while zebra mussels can be about twice that 
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size. The species are native to Russia and Ukraine, and are believed to have arrived in the U.S. 
in the 1980s aboard ships that released ballast water into the Great Lakes. They attach to boats 
and trailers and travel long distances, and their microscopic larvae can survive in water inside a 
boat or even an angler's wading boots. Also, the mussels can sense toxins and close their shells. 
The Bureau of Reclamation first started dealing with the mussels after discovering them in 2007 
in Lake Mead in southeastern Nevada and northwestern Arizona. They've multiplied so fast that 
scientists now estimate the entire volume of the lake is filtered by the mussels every five days. 
Federal officials say the only area not yet invaded in the contiguous United States is the 
Columbia River Basin in the Pacific Northwest. The basin is heavily used for hydroelectric power, 
and officials estimate it will cost $500 million annually to prevent the mussels from clogging pipes 
and infrastructure. 

 
The environmental damage to the food chain could 
further strain struggling runs of salmon and steelhead in 
the basin where more than a dozen species are listed 
under the Endangered Species Act. The mussels are 
getting close to the basin. Sampling last fall found larvae 
of quagga or zebra mussels at Tiber Reservoir in north-
central Montana. It was the first positive test in the state. 
Federal and state agencies have mostly tried to contain 
the spread of mussels, typically with boat inspections. 
The goal of the prize competition is eradicate mussels in 

large water bodies. The deadline for ideas is Feb. 28. Specifically, federal scientists are seeking a 
solution that kills 100 percent of the mussels in large water bodies, is cost-effective and 
environmentally sound. That means native species must survive whatever kills the invasive 
mussels. "We can kill mussels," said David Raff, science adviser at the Bureau of Reclamation. 
"Chlorine is very effective. But you can't dump chlorine into a reservoir." 
 
The bureau has been experimenting with ultraviolet light and substances that prevent the 
mussels from adhering to pipes and other infrastructure. Mussel infestations could increase costs 
that would have to be passed on to consumers. The agency has 53 hydroelectric projects 
supplying energy and delivers water to 31 million people each year. Also, with partners, it 
manages nearly 300 recreation sites. The mussels "are a huge problem currently and it has the 
potential to be a much bigger problem," Raff said. That threat prompted the governors of 19 
western states in November to send a letter urging Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke to put in 
controls by spring to prevent the mussels, including mandatory inspections and decontamination 
of boats leaving infected water bodies. Denise Hosler, a biologist with the Bureau of Reclamation 
who has been fighting the mussels since 2006, said boat inspections have had some success 
stemming the spread, even though it may only be temporary. "But there is such a heroic effort 
being advanced at this point that, hopefully, we'll have success," she said. 
 
 

 
Other Stuff:  
 (It wasn’t an error, it was an assumption.) 
Mark Jacobson Drops Lawsuit Against Critics of His 100% Renewables 
Plan  
The Stanford researcher didn’t get what he demanded, but says he “brought the false 
claims to light.” 
By Julian Spector, February 26, 2018, greentechmedia.com 
 
The legal fallout from an academic dispute over clean 
energy strategy came to an end last week. 
Mark Jacobson dropped his $10 million defamation suit 
against the journal Proceedings of the National Academy of 

Othe9 
Stuff: 
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Sciences and Christopher Clack, the lead author of a paper critical of his work. 
Jacobson argued that the peer-reviewed critique of his roadmap to power the U.S. entirely with 
wind, water and solar power contained factual errors that damaged his professional reputation. 
He previously said that he would drop the suit if the journal published a correction of three key 
points, but called it off on his own accord. “After weighing the pros and cons, I find that I have no 
more reason to fight this battle,” he wrote in a detailed explanation of his decision. “I believe it is 
better use of my time continuing to help solving pressing climate and air pollution problems.” 
While Jacobson insisted that his lawsuit had nothing to do with academic disagreement, 
observers condemned the tactics as retribution against scientists for engaging in the scientific 
process. The case deepened a rupture within the community of clean energy researchers over 
long-term efforts to decarbonize the economy. Jacobson publicly condemned the 21 authors of 
the critique as agents of fossil fuel and nuclear interests, but the group included prominent clean 
energy scholars from numerous respected institutions. At its core, the debate revolved around 
whether a purely renewable pathway makes the most sense for decarbonizing society, as 
opposed to a mostly renewable strategy that doesn't lock out other types of resources. 
 
As the author of intricately detailed climate models, Jacobson brought a similarly detail-oriented 
approach to his rebuttal of the critiques. He issued point-by-point close readings of the critical 
paper, offering responses that he believed invalidated the criticism. He explicated his decision to 
drop the lawsuit with a 28-page fact sheet. All that granularity may have missed the point of the 
core scientific disagreement. Jacobson's 100 percent renewables plan uses hydropower as a 
clean, flexible resource to backstop the days when wind and solar don’t produce enough to run 
the country. The system fails or succeeds on the ability of U.S. hydropower resources to step in 
and fill any shortfalls. In the text of his article, Jacobson describes no significant alteration to U.S. 
hydropower assets to make his system work. That’s important, because new hydro construction 
has essentially disappeared in recent decades due to environmental protections, cost of labor 
and other factors. Reliance on major hydro construction would render the roadmap considerably 
more difficult to achieve.  
 
The authors of the critique noticed that a graphic in Jacobson’s article depicted instantaneous 
hydropower discharge at roughly 15 times the capacity listed in the study’s documentation. 
This unexplained discrepancy, they argued, unraveled the entire premise. If Jacobson can’t 
balance the grid without an inconceivable and unexplained multiplication of installed hydro 
capacity, then one can no longer accept the conclusion that the 100 percent renewable grid is a 
realistic goal. This isn’t simply theoretical. The research has migrated into the policy realm. 
Hawaii has legally committed to 100 percent renewable energy; California tried to last year. Solar 
executives and Hollywood stars have taken up the 100 percent renewables rallying cry, and they 
tend not to include a footnote about the hydropower question. 
 
With an army of supporters rallying behind his work, Jacobson had good reason to push back 
when a prestigious journal and 21 big-name researchers called it into question. His core defense: 
That massive, unexplained increase in hydropower capacity wasn’t a modeling error; it was a 
modeling assumption. He assumed that the U.S. could simply add turbines on existing dams such 
that they could deliver 15 times more instantaneous capacity, even though total flows for a year 
would remain constant. Never mind that this “assumption” was unwritten and implausible. For the 
critics to call it an error, Jacobson argued, amounted to an unfounded attack on his professional 
capabilities. He said he would drop his case if the journal published a few points of correction to 
the critical paper. That never happened, but Jacobson decided to drop it anyway, two days after 
his opponents asked the D.C. Superior Court to dismiss the suit. He cited two reasons in his 28-
page explainer. “It became clear” that the lawsuit could last for years and cost a lot of money, 
perhaps even leading to things like discovery, deposition and a trial. Second, though he did not 
succeed in changing the scientific record, Jacobson believes he has "brought the false claims to 
light.” 
 
Now that some of the nation’s leading clean energy researchers have spent an unknown quantity 
of hours and dollars preparing for a legal showdown, they can reallocate their full attention to their 
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scientific endeavors. The reverberations of the lawsuit will linger in the community. The case did 
not create a precedent that libel lawsuits are a good method of resolving disputes between 
academics. It did, however, drag the clean energy research community into the headlines as a 
seemingly litigious bunch riven by internal disagreements.  The dispute did not stop advocates 
from heralding the 100 percent renewable vision. For the sake of scientific completeness, any 
such pronouncements should include a disclaimer that the vision relies on a massive expansion 
of hydropower capacity without any practical mechanisms to deliver it. That adjustment, however, 
would threaten the snappiness of the slogan. Call it a modeling error, call it an unspoken 
assumption -- either way, a technical barrier is a more formidable challenge to a purely renewable 
future than a peer-reviewed critique. 
 
(Renewables on the move.) 
Number of Cities Powered Mostly by Renewables Has Doubled Since 2015 
e360.yale.edu, Feb. 27, 2018 

  
More than 100 cities across the globe get at least 70 percent of their energy from renewable 
sources, roughly double the number in 2015, according to new research by the environmental 
data group CDP. The analysis examines energy use data submitted to the CDP from 570 cities 
on six continents. Forty-three cities, from Reykjavik, Iceland to Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, are 
currently powered 100 percent by renewable energy, including hydropower, geothermal, solar, or 
wind. Brazil, with its extensive dam system, has more than 40 cities on the list, nearly half of 
which are 100 percent powered by hydro. According to CDP, Burlington, Vermont is the only U.S. 
city powered entirely by renewables, using a combination of hydro, wind, solar, and biomass. 
(The Sierra Club, however, says that five U.S. cities have achieved this 100 percent goal, The 
Guardian reported.) Seattle is next, with renewables generating 94 percent of its electricity, 
followed by Eugene, Oregon at 89 percent and Aspen, Colorado at 74 percent. 
 
CDP attributed the increase in cities’ renewable energy usage to both more municipalities 
sending data to the organization, as well as a global shift toward less carbon-intensive energy 
sources. “Cities are responsible for 70 percent of energy-related CO2 emissions,” Kyra Appleby, 
CDP’s director of cities, said in a statement. “Reassuringly, our data shows much commitment 
and ambition. Cities not only want to shift to renewable energy but, most importantly, they can.” 
Appleby did, however, warn Bloomberg News that there is a danger in many cities’ overreliance 
on hydropower, such as in Brazil. “We’ve seen the production of electricity from hydropower drop 
drastically from one year to the next due to drought in some Latin American regions,” she said. 
“Cities in the developing world, especially in Latin America, are beginning to understand the need 
for diverse energy for truly sustainable power generation that truly considers the local 
environment and population.” 
 
 
 

	  

Cities powered 100 percent (red), 70 percent (blue), and 50 percent (white) by renewable energy sources as of 
January 2018. CDP 
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